Design of sidewall lining/cooling systems for AC or DC ilmenite smelting furnaces
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Synopsis
Ilmenite smelting is well established using both direct current and alternating current furnaces. Regardless of the furnace type, the slag produced is aggressive towards the sidewall lining. The formation of a stable slag freeze lining is essential to arrest lining wear and ensure an acceptable furnace campaign life. The sidewall lining can be severely damaged within a short period of time under upset conditions and without a stable freeze lining in place. The sidewall lining/cooling system adjacent to the furnace slag bath must be designed to ensure a stable freeze lining and prevent lining wear under normal as well as upset conditions. In this paper we explore the effectiveness of high-intensity copper coolers compared to the more traditional magnesia working lining combined with an externally cooled furnace shell. An increase in furnace heat losses has been raised as a concern for intensively cooled sidewalls. The estimated furnace heat losses are compared for the different lining/cooling system designs.
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Introduction
Ilmenite is smelted in both direct current (DC) and alternating current (AC) furnaces to produce titania-rich slag and pig iron (Kotzé, Bessinger, and Beukes, 2006; Gous, 2006; Williams and Steenkamp, 2006). The slag is the main product and is primarily used as a feedstock for the production of TiO₂ pigment (Kahn, 1984).

As described by MacPherson (1982), the slag produced in ilmenite smelting is extremely aggressive towards the furnace lining and no known refractory material can withstand the slag attack. The formation of a frozen slag layer or freeze lining is essential to protect the furnace lining and maintain sidewall integrity. The slag superheat must be controlled to prevent the rapid destruction of the freeze lining, and subsequently the refractory lining. Pistorius (2004) estimated that a 130 mm thick freeze lining can be worn away within 15 minutes if the feed to the furnace is terminated while the power input is maintained. In contrast, it will take much longer to re-form the freeze lining. Part of the reason for the aggressive nature of ilmenite smelting slag is its low viscosity at temperatures above its liquidus temperature, resulting in a remarkably fluid slag with a high convective power (Handfield and Charette, 1971).

A typical ilmenite smelting furnace working lining consists of high-quality magnesia refractory bricks. Magnesia bricks are used owing to their resistance at high operating temperatures and relatively high thermal conductivity (assumed 5.9 W/mK), which helps establish a freeze lining. Another reason for maintaining the freeze lining is to avoid potential slag contamination by magnesia (MgO) due to refractory wear (Kotzé, Bessinger, and Beukes, 2006).

In this paper, we explore the use of an alternative lining/cooling system which will maintain a competent freeze lining in ilmenite smelting furnaces. A freeze lining is considered competent when it is thick enough to maintain structural stability, typically at least 20 mm thick, and this thickness is maintained across all operating conditions. Key criteria considered in evaluating the furnace lining/cooling system include its ability to form and maintain a competent freeze lining under normal as well as upset operating conditions, prevent slag contamination, reduce metal penetration and wear in the critical slag-metal tidal zone, improve monitoring of the freeze lining and slag bath conditions, and limit heat losses from the furnace. Coetzee et al. (2007) proposed the use of a carbon-based lining to achieve a more stable freeze lining in an ilmenite smelting furnace. We propose the use of intensive cooling systems to maintain a stable freeze lining.
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sidewall copper cooling as an alternative. The proposed lining/cooling system design is evaluated considering the key criteria listed above. A comparison is made with a typical lining design consisting of high-quality magnesia bricks in the working lining.

Proposed sidewall lining/cooling system design

The proposed lining/cooling system design consists of high-intensity copper coolers installed in the sidewall adjacent to the slag bath. The proposed arrangement is shown in Figure 1. It includes Tenova’s high-intensity MAXICOOL® sidewall cooler designed to operate at hot face fluxes of up to 500 kW/m². The height and location of the high-intensity cooler are determined by evaluating the expected maximum metal and slag bath levels in the furnace. Safety margins for both maximum slag bath level and metal bath level are considered. For the safety margin between the metal bath level and the bottom of the cooler, a safety margin equal to at least 24 hours of production without tapping above the normal maximum metal level is considered appropriate. This is to prevent superheated molten metal from contacting and damaging the copper cooling element. It is important to note that ilmenite smelting furnaces, and in particular the furnace arrangement considered, are stationary and do not tilt.

The MAXICOOL® cooler’s cast copper body consists of a hot face star pattern to retain frozen slag more securely and cast-in Monel piping for the cooling water. Two cast-in cooling circuits run in parallel throughout the cooler. The cooler is designed to operate safely with only one circuit in the event that cooling water supply is lost to one of the circuits. All cooling water connections remain external to the furnace shell. A steel frame incorporating special friction joints, and a single hold-down spring mechanism per cooler connects the cooler to the furnace shell through four locating bolts. The hold-down mechanism ensures sufficient pressure is maintained on the lower sidewall lining to prevent metal penetration through horizontal joints, even during furnace cool-down periods. Each cooler is fitted with cast-in thermocouples extending past the hot face of the cast-in cooling pipes. For furnace start-up a sacrificial monolithic refractory lining is cast on the hot face of each cooler. Vertical lap joints between adjacent coolers ensure that there is no through path for superheated slag.

As shown in Figure 1, a single row of copper plate coolers with cooling water channels external to the furnace shell is incorporated in the lining below the high-intensity cooler. This is to provide deep cooling in the critical metal-slag tidal zone while eliminating the risk of metal making contact with cooling water. The copper plate coolers are fitted with thermocouples extending close to the cooler hot face.

Sidewall heat load and evaluation

The evaluation of the lining/cooling system design, with and without intensive sidewall cooling, depends primarily on the slag bath superheat and the convective heat transfer between the slag bath and the sidewall. In turn, both parameters depend on the operating conditions and the slag composition. The operating conditions, in particular the ilmenite feed to input power ratio (IPR), determine the bulk slag temperature that influences the slag superheat. The slag composition affects the slag properties that determine the bath to sidewall heat transfer coefficient, including the molten slag thermal conductivity, viscosity, expansion coefficient, liquidus and solidus temperatures, and in turn the slag freezing temperature. The slag properties, in particular the slag viscosity, are a function of the IPR as well as the selected feeding regime. The feeding regime is primarily determined by the reductant (normally anthracite) to ilmenite feed ratio (AIR) (Pistorius, 1999). Depending on the furnace design, size, and operating mode, the bath to sidewall heat transfer coefficient can be affected by forced convection due to phenomena such as arc thrust, as is likely the case for AC furnaces (Timm, 2006; Stenkvist, 1984). In addition, the slag composition affects the thermal conductivity of the frozen slag.

In this paper, natural convection next to the sidewall is considered for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient between the bath and the sidewall hot face. The Nusselt number used in the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient is based on an empirical relationship developed for slag bath furnaces (Kang, 1991; Joubert, 2000). The effect of arc thrust on the bath flow patterns and the convective heat transfer adjacent to the furnace sidewall is not considered in this paper. If arc thrust is present, it is expected to enhance the convective heat transfer adjacent to the sidewall.

Operating conditions and slag properties

Table I lists the slag bath operating conditions and slag properties considered in the calculation of the bath to sidewall convective heat transfer coefficient. A slag with an equivalent FeO content of 12% by mass is considered. The slag liquidus temperature is calculated based on work done separately by Kotzé (2019) considering equivalent FeO content. The slag bath temperature is considered to be 60°C above the slag liquidus temperature. The slag solidus temperature is calculated using an empirical relationship considering equivalent FeO content (Kotzé and Pistorius, 2010). Typically, the slag freezing temperature is calculated as the average between the liquidus and solidus slag temperatures (Joubert and McDougall, 2019). Considering that the viscosity increases rapidly around the liquidus slag temperature (Hu et al., 2018), the freezing temperature is assumed to be closer to the liquidus temperature and is calculated as the solidus temperature plus 80% of the difference between the liquidus and solidus temperatures. The slag superheat is calculated as the difference between the slag bath and the slag freezing temperatures.

Figure 1—Typical high-intensity sidewall cooling arrangement proposed for an ilmenite smelting furnace
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The dynamic viscosity for typical ilmenite smelting slags has been measured and is reported to be 0.03 kg/ms (Handsheil and Charette, 1971) and 0.06 kg/ms (Hu et al., 2018). In both studies, the viscosity was found to remain remarkably constant at temperatures above the liquidus temperature. However, both studies considered a fully molten slag without any iron droplets, crystallization, or other solid inclusions. The presence of these solid inclusions is what grossly affects the slag foaming typically encountered in ilmenite smelters and it is therefore considered that the effective viscosity will be higher than for fully molten slag (Pistorius and Coetzee, 2005; Roscoe, 1952). Viscosity measurements of slag with inclusions are not possible using the typical measurement equipment, and no such data could be found. Considering this, a range of viscosities is used in the calculations with an effective viscosity of 0.7 kg/ms assumed for the typical case (see Table I).

Dingwell (1991) reported the density of pure liquid TiO₂ to range between 3270 and 3300 kg/m³ for the range of slag bath temperatures considered. Based on separate work by Kotzé (2019) on TiO₂-Ti₂O₃-FeO melts, it was decided to use a density of 3850 kg/m³ for the purpose of calculating the heat transfer coefficient.

The dynamic viscosity for typical ilmenite smelting slags has a significant influence on the calculated heat transfer coefficient. A thermal conductivity value of 1 W/mK was proposed by Pistorius (2004) for frozen slag and by Zietsman and Pistorius (2004) for molten slag. As the thermal conductivity of the molten slag has a significant influence on the calculated heat transfer coefficient, a range is proposed in Table I with the typical value equal to 1 W/mK. The maximum value of 5 W/mK is based on the measured thermal conductivity of frozen slag at 1400°C by Heimo (2018). This value is considered as an extreme.

A molten slag volumetric expansion coefficient of \(1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ m/m} \cdot \text{K} \) is used to calculate the Grashof number (Kang, 1991). The specific heat of the slag bath is calculated using an empirical relationship based on equivalent FeO (Kotzé and Pistorius, 2010). Finally, the thermal conductivity of the frozen slag layer is assumed to be 3 W/mK. The effect of the frozen slag conductivity is limited to determining the slag freeze lining thickness, if formed, and the conductivity has little influence on the sidewall hot face temperature and heat flux (Joubert and Mc Dougall, 2019).

The slag bath temperature, freezing temperature, and slag superheat for the base case are used in the heat transfer calculations. The heat transfer coefficient is calculated across the range of slag viscosities and molten slag thermal conductivities to evaluate its sensitivity.

Calculation results

The results of the calculations are shown in Figure 2. The calculations and results are limited to the slag bath zone. The results include the calculated heat transfer coefficient, the equilibrium working lining thickness for a lining based on a typical magnesia refractory lining design with external shell cooling, and the freeze lining thickness if intensive sidewall cooling is employed. For the typical refractory lining design, the equilibrium working lining thickness represents the worn lining thickness at which the hot face temperature will be equal to the slag freezing temperature. Further wear of the lining will occur only if the bath operating conditions or slag properties change for the worse.

In Figure 2a the results are plotted against the range of slag bath dynamic viscosity values listed in Table I. The thermal conductivity of the molten slag bath is maintained at the base case value of 1 W/mK. The bath to sidewall heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing viscosity, while the equilibrium working lining thickness for the typical lining design, as well as the freeze lining thickness for the intensive sidewall cooling design, increase. The base case values are labelled on the graph in Figure 2a for reference.

In Figure 2b the results are plotted against the range of molten slag thermal conductivity values listed in Table I. The slag bath viscosity is kept constant at the base case value of 0.7 kg/ms. The bath to sidewall heat transfer coefficient increases with increasing bath thermal conductivity. The equilibrium working lining thickness for the typical lining design, as well as the freeze lining thickness for the intensively cooled design, decrease with increasing bath thermal conductivity. The base case values are labelled on the graph in Figure 2b for reference.

The first observation from the results is that for the base case, 0.7 kg/ms viscosity and 1 W/mK molten slag thermal conductivity, the equilibrium working lining thickness for the typical refractory lining design is calculated to be 319 mm. This is at the limit of maintaining a stable working lining and any adverse deviations in operating conditions and slag properties

---

**Table I**

<p>| Slag bath operating conditions and slag properties used in heat transfer coefficient calculations |
|-----------------------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| Temperatures: | Units | 12% equivalent FeO (by mass) |
|----------------|-------|---------------------|---------------------|
| Liq.us temperature | °C | | |
| Bath temperature | °C | 1610 | |
| Solidus temperature | °C | 1670 | |
| Freezing temperature | °C | 1563 | |
| Superheat | °C | 107 | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slag properties:</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Base case</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic viscosity</td>
<td>kg/ms</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>kg/m³</td>
<td>3850</td>
<td>3850</td>
<td>3850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (molten)</td>
<td>W/mK</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion coefficient</td>
<td>1/K</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific heat</td>
<td>J/kgK</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>1012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (frozen)</td>
<td>W/mK</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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could result in lining failure. For the same base case the freeze lining thickness on the hot face of the intensive sidewall cooling system is calculated to be 166 mm. This is considered a very competent freeze lining thickness.

The second observation is that for the minimum viscosity of 0.03 kg/ms, as measured for fully liquid slag by Handsfield and Charette (1971), the equilibrium lining thickness is calculated to be 109 mm (Figure 2a), which is considered unsustainable. For the same load case the freeze lining thickness developed on the hot face of the intensive sidewall cooling will reach equilibrium at 60 mm, which is a competent freeze lining thickness. As noted previously, freeze lining thickness is directly proportional to the thermal conductivity of the frozen slag (Joubert and Mc Dougall, 2019). If the thermal conductivity is assumed to increase from 3 W/mK to 5 W/mK considering the operating temperatures (Helmo, 2018), the freeze lining thickness will increase to approximately 101 mm.

A parameter that has not been varied in the calculations is the slag superheat. As noted by MacPherson (1982), the slag cannot be allowed to attain significant superheat as this will result in the rapid destruction of the freeze lining and subsequent wear of the refractory lining. Considering the base case viscosity and thermal conductivity, and lowering the superheat from 60°C to 30°C above the slag liquidus, the equilibrium lining thickness for the typical refractory design will increase from 319 mm to 507 mm. Increasing the superheat to 90°C results in a

Figure 2—Heat transfer coefficient, working lining equilibrium thickness (typical lining design with external shell cooling), freeze lining thickness (intensive sidewall cooling), and sidewall hot face heat flux plotted against (a) bath dynamic viscosity and (b) thermal conductivity.
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The campaign life of a furnace lining is determined by extreme or upset conditions, and not by the normal operating conditions (Joubert, 1997). Severe lining wear can occur during a short period of upset conditions. This is true for all furnace operations, and in particular for ilmenite smelting where the typical refractory lining is subjected to high bath temperatures and aggressive chemical attack (Garbers-Craig and Pistorius, 2006).

The extreme case listed in Table II is used to evaluate the lining/cooling system integrity. The extreme case considers the base case slag composition combined with the minimum slag viscosity and the maximum molten slag thermal conductivity. The bath operating temperature is increased to 1750°C, resulting in a bath to freezing temperature superheat of 187°C.

Applying the extreme condition to the typical refractory lining design for ilmenite furnaces, it is calculated that the working lining will be worn away completely. In fact, equilibrium is calculated to be achieved halfway through the expansion layer lining will be worn away completely. In fact, equilibrium is calculated to be achieved halfway through the expansion layer and the externally cooled lining/cooling system will not be able to maintain its structural integrity. The extreme case is not considered a viable long-term operating condition as the heat losses will be too high.

The main observation from these results is that the intensively cooled sidewall design will maintain its integrity under these extreme operating conditions. A thin freeze layer will be maintained on the copper cooler hot face and the maximum copper temperatures are below the design limit to ensure structural integrity is maintained. The typical refractory lining design used for ilmenite furnaces will not be able to maintain its integrity under these extreme conditions.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperatures:</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>12% equivalent FeO (By mass)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liquidus temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>1610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidus temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>1450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freezing temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>1563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superheat</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slag properties:</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Extreme case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic viscosity</td>
<td>kg/ms</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>kg/m³</td>
<td>3850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (molten)</td>
<td>W/mK</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion coefficient</td>
<td>1/K</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific heat</td>
<td>J/kgK</td>
<td>1012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (frozen)</td>
<td>W/mK</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated bath to sidewall heat transfer coefficient</td>
<td>W/mK</td>
<td>2356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For any furnace the sidewall slag-metal tidal zone is one of the most important and difficult areas to design. The lining/cooling system hot face is exposed to both metal and slag. As such the lining is exposed to the more aggressive wear mechanisms associated with the slag, while the use of intensive sidewall cooling is not advised as it may come in contact with molten metal, which can lead to failure.

For the purpose of evaluating the slag-metal tidal zone the base case slag composition, slag viscosity (0.7 kg/ms), and...
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molten slag thermal conductivity (1 W/mK) are considered. As for the extreme case, a bath operating temperature of 1750°C is considered, resulting in a bath to freezing temperature superheat of 187°C. A 2D axisymmetric, thermal steady-state FEA model with nonlinear material properties is employed. For the working lining the equilibrium lining thickness is calculated considering a slag freezing temperature of 1563°C as for the base case slag composition in Table I. For the purpose of the evaluation it is assumed that all metal is tapped until slag appears. In other words, the lower sidewall hot face is exposed to the slag bath from the metal tap-hole level upwards. The results for the typical refractory lining design and the high-intensity sidewall cooling design are shown in Figure 5.

For the typical refractory lining design, the extensive working lining wear profile will extend down to the metal tap-hole level. For the intensive sidewall cooling design, the working lining wear below the MAXICOOL® cooler will be minimal, with only slight wear shown on the hot face directly above the metal tap-hole. This is due to the cooling effect from the MAXICOOL® cooler above and the copper plate cooler behind the slag-metal tidal zone, ensuring the equilibrium lining thickness is close to the original lining thickness.

The main observation is that the intensive sidewall cooling design will better maintain the sidewall integrity adjacent to the slag bath, as well as the working lining integrity in the critical slag-metal tidal zone. The spring-loaded hold-down mechanism will help prevent metal penetration into the lower sidewall lining. By maintaining pressure on the lower sidewall, it prevents horizontal gaps from opening up due to contraction of the refractory bricks during cool-down periods. This will further enhance the working lining integrity in the slag-metal tidal zone. Even though the modelled area does not include the actual

Figure 4—MAXICOOL® cooler FEA modelling results under extreme conditions, showing equilibrium freeze lining thickness (left) and resulting copper temperatures (right)

Figure 5—Lining wear in the slag-metal tidal zone for typical refractory design and intensive sidewall cooling design
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metal tap-hole, the intensive sidewall cooling design will be advantageous in maintaining the integrity of the metal tap-hole area in the long run.

Heat losses
Under steady-state conditions the heat flux, and therefore the heat loss, through the slag sidewall working lining will be the same for the typical refractory lining design and the proposed high-intensity sidewall cooling design. As per Equation [1], once steady state is reached, either due to refractory wear up to the point where the hot face temperature is equal to the slag freezing temperature or when a stable freeze lining is formed, the heat flux is a function of the bath temperature, the slag freezing temperature, and the heat transfer coefficient between the bath and the sidewall hot face. As such, under steady-state conditions, the slag sidewall heat losses will be a function of the operating conditions and slag chemistry, or physicochemical properties, and not a function of the lining/cooling system design.

\[ q_{\text{sidewall}} = h_{\text{bath}}(T_{\text{bath}} - T_{\text{freeze}}) \]  

[1]

Overall heat losses will, however, be higher for the high-intensity sidewall cooling design due to the exposed cooler area above the slag bath. The height of this area depends on the safety margin allowed for and the actual operating bath level. Typically, a design safety margin of approximately 300 mm is included above the maximum expected bath level. The additional heat losses are limited and expected to be in the order of 5% of the overall furnace heat losses.

The initial heat losses until equilibrium is reached will be higher for the intensively cooled sidewall design. However, the heat losses will change less over the campaign life of the furnace as there is no significant lining wear adjacent to the slag bath.

Under extreme conditions the heat losses will increase more rapidly for the intensively cooled sidewall design. This is desirable for two reasons. Firstly, the higher heat removal rate is required to re-establish steady state, maintain the freeze lining, and ensure the sidewall integrity under extreme conditions. Secondly, the rapid increase in heat losses will assist in the more responsive monitoring of the bath conditions under extreme conditions, as described in the next section.

Monitoring
Apart from protecting the furnace lining, it is important to maintain a stable freeze lining on the sidewall of ilmenite furnaces as it forms a critical part of the overall bath smelting process as well as the process control (Pistorius, 1999, 2004). Monitoring of the freeze lining condition and any upset bath conditions are therefore critical in ilmenite smelting. The most obvious and widely used monitoring method is by thermocouples installed in the sidewall refractory lining. The depth of installation is limited by the maximum allowable operating temperature of approximately 1200°C for the typically used Type K thermocouples. As a consequence, the thermocouples are not responsive to changes in bath conditions and freeze lining thickness due to the thermal inertia or specific heat of the refractory lining between the thermocouple and the lining hot face (Zietsman, 2004).

The intensively cooled sidewall design and the use of copper coolers allow more rapid monitoring of changes in bath conditions and the freeze lining thickness. Thermocouples are installed close to the hot face of the copper cooling elements, reducing the distance to the freeze lining. In addition, the copper between the thermocouple and the freeze lining has a lower specific heat and a significantly higher thermal conductivity compared to magnesia refractory material. As a result, thermocouple temperature measurements will respond more rapidly to changes in the bath conditions and freeze lining thickness.

As an example, on a slag cleaning furnace operating at bath temperatures in excess of 1600°C and equipped with high-intensity MAXICOOL® sidewall coolers, an upset condition was experienced adjacent to the sidewall (Joubert et al., 2005). During the event, a sudden rise or jump in the copper cooler temperatures occurred on one of the coolers, eventually triggering the high-level alarms (see Figure 6). The cooling water outlet temperatures increased as well. On inspection it was noticed that the freeze layer that formed on the hot face of the cooler had

![Figure 6—MAXICOOL® sidewall cooler temperature trends during freeze lining loss (Joubert et al., 2005)](image)
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collapsed. The copper star pattern on the hot face of the cooler was visible through an inspection port. Thermocouples were installed on three levels inside the cooler body. The thermocouple that responded first and showed the highest increase in temperature was the closest to the location of the collapsed freeze layer. The other thermocouples responded as well, but slower and with a lower temperature increase. The furnace was kept operating and within approximately 3 hours the freeze layer re-formed and full equilibrium was re-established.

The main observation here is that the number and location of thermocouples in the copper coolers can be selected based on the expected operating bath levels to monitor local conditions and detect events.

Conclusions

The campaign life of an ilmenite smelting furnace lining, and consequently the furnace campaign life, is not determined by the normal operating conditions, but by the extreme operating conditions. For this reason, among others, the aim is to form and maintain a slag freeze lining on the sidewall hot face. An intensively cooled sidewall design will help to form and maintain a freeze lining, ensuring sidewall and furnace integrity even under extreme operating conditions. In addition, the high-intensity cooling system hold-down mechanism will help to prevent metal penetration in the lower sidewall working lining.

Once equilibrium is reached and a freeze lining is formed on the lining hot face, the heat losses are a function of process parameters such as slag superheat, viscosity, and conductivity, and not of the cooling system design or cooling medium temperature.

A high-intensity cooling system will allow more responsive monitoring of the freeze lining condition and thickness. Upset conditions and bath events will be more rapidly detected.

An intensively cooled sidewall design will reduce the sensitivity of the freeze lining and sidewall integrity to changing operating and process conditions. This will allow operators to focus more on optimizing the process to achieve the required throughput and product quality.
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